Introduction
Paper [5] deals with the equation
(1') a{ t) (P + a 1 P + a 2 ,...,P + a m <f)(t) + b(t)(p'b 1 P'b 2> ... ,p-b n cp)(t) + k s=1 with given functions a,a 1 ,...,a m , b.b^,...f and operators P + , P" defined by (P^)(t) ±^ r The solution is obtained by reducing it to the successive solutions of m+n Riemann problems. The author gave the solution of (1 1 ) in closed form.
In this paper we consider a system of integral equations (1 1 ) with c 0 (t) = 0, s • 1,...,k, and with right-hand side depending on a set of unknown functions {v^^g» s being a non-empty set of arbitrary power. By suitable assumptions, we prove the existence of a solution of such a system, basing on paper [3] , where s = 1. 
where
where ( *k,s=1TF
wfcere he (0,1) is the constant from the oondition (5) and denotes each of the functions 3. The Sohauder-Tikhonov theorem and the spaoe A In order to prove the existence of a solution of the system (1) we shall use a topological method based on the following Sohauder-Tikhonov theorem (L1H. p.227)« "In a locally convex Hausdorff spaae, every continuous transformation of a non-empty convex oompact -in itself set has at least one fixed point"• Let C(r) denote the set of all continuous complex functions defined on r. In the usual way we define the sum of two elements of this set and a product of an element with a real number* Henoe,the set C(P) is a linear spaoe. Let us consider the set A« .X C , where A (c" = C(T)) and X C_ denotes seS For every seS let Z"(R,k) denote the subset of all points s <p0 eC a» satisfying the conditions 9 S (38) A < IVB(t) UH), se S, teT (39) /\ {|<p8(t)-ipB(t')l)< klt-t'l h ), eeS, tep t'er where R and k are some positive constants and h is a constant from the assumption (5). It is known (see e.g. [7] , p.111-114) that the set Z_(R,k), seS, is closed oonvex and O compact* In the space A let us oonsider the set
This set consists of all sets {^(t^ggs of functions satisfying the conditions (38) and (39) for every s€S. The set Z(R,k), being a Cartesian product of closed oonvex and compact sets, is itself closed oonvex and compact (see e.g. [6] , p.158-159, 250-252). 
Auxiliary theoreme
Consider the differenoe
<«.{?,(«)} a6S )
= J x-^t s e S.
Denoting by To estimate integrals (48) and (49) let us oonsider a neighbourhood of the point t e r with radius r^St where <5 is the least Lapunov radius of the oturves r^, k=0,1,...,l. let y denote that part of the curve r which is contained inside the circle with center t and radius r. Let us daoompose the integrals (48), (49) taken over the sets r-1 and y, respectively. The set Z(R,k) of the net ;ions (38), (39). Consequently, for every e>0 there exists a radius r>0 such that for every ter the following inequality holds
is closed, henoe the limit point U • {<PB(t)}0eg jjim) = {<Pg (t)}aeS» meD, satisfies the conditii (52) | ifl +| l||< j.
Next we transform the integrals, taken over the set r-y, to the form Making use of (59), as well as of the properties of the operator B , seS, and properties of Cauchy's integral (see [7] , s p.11-16) we have, by (3), the following result Hence,we can formulate the theorem as follows. Theorem. If assumptions 1°, 2° and conditions (65), (66) hold, then the system (1) has at least one solution in the set Z(R Q ,k), defined by (40), for R = R Q , where constants R Q and k satisfy conditions (66), (67).
